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Buyers were active after the Reserve Bank flagged 
stability 

 
Auctioneer Phill Musat gets animated at a Beaumaris auction. Photo: Mal Fairclough 

 

There was solid activity at auctions and open houses across Melbourne on Saturday as 
prospective buyers gave the thumbs up to the Reserve Bank's decision to hold interest rates 
steady. 

The RBA resolved on Tuesday to keep rates steady at their record low of 2.5 per cent for a 
seventh consecutive month. 

The bank gave its clearest sign yet that it plans to keep rates on hold for the foreseeable future. 
RBA governor Glenn Stevens said ''the most prudent course is likely to be a period of stability in 
interest rates'', all but signalling that the big falls in rates of the past few years are over. 

Stable rates will motivate those prospective vendors who have been holding back from listing 
because they expected rates to fall further. Upsizers and downsizers will also be encouraged. 



''I think vendors have realised that we are not going to get any more interest rate drops,'' said RT 
Edgar Boroondara director Glen Coutinho. ''There are a lot of vendors out there who think: 'If 
there is not going be more interest rate [cuts], I might as well get on with it - we are not going to 
get another boom'.'' 

Inner-suburban agents report high levels of inquiry and say attendances of 30 to 60 people at 
open houses are commonplace. They say there are stock shortages in some suburbs. 

The Fairfax-owned Australian Property Monitors posted a preliminary clearance rate of 76 per 
cent from 175 auctions. The Real Estate Institute of Victoria said 157 properties were sold from 
230 auctions to produce a clearance rate of 68 per cent. 

APM data for 2013 shows that strong sales in the eastern suburbs were largely responsible for an 
8.6 per cent bounce in Melbourne house prices last year. The real estate data company says sales 
were weaker in the inner-south and the west of the city. 

This may be changing. St Kilda agent Graeme Wilson, of Wilson Port Phillip, said the inner-
south was seeing more buyer inquiry and ''more properties in competition'' as listings increased. 
''It's encouraging that interest rates are still down and they didn't go up last week - that will give 
more confidence to buyers,'' he said. 

He said there was strong buyer demand for small houses, but one-bedroom flats, priced about 
$400,000-$500,000, were harder to sell. 

Hocking Stuart's Rob Elsom said stock from 2013 had largely cleared in areas where auctions 
were prevalent. 

''We've got a lot of pent-up demand from people who were busting at the bit last year to buy 
something,'' he said. 

A strong market in one year typically encourages a greater number of vendors to decide to sell in 
the following year. 

RP Data spokesman Robert Larocca said last year's improved sales market had led to more 
auctions being held. 

In 2012, 20 per cent of Melbourne property sales were by auction. RP Data research shows that, 
as of November last year, 30.6 per cent of properties in 2013 sold by auction. 

''In the first quarter of this year, you are going to get a further shift towards auctions as a selling 
tactic so that people can take advantage of the competition that vendors and real estate agents 
see,'' Mr Larocca said. 

There are 720 auctions scheduled for next weekend. The REIV expects 1330 auctions will be 
held on February 22 and 23. 
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